55" x 55"

Continued on back page.

Garden of Flower Delights
Finished Quilt: 55" x 55"
Instructions by Margrit Hall

All strips are cut width of fabric unless directed otherwise. All seam allowances are 1/4". Before cutting out
appliqué see appliqué directions.
Fabric #

Swatch

Style #

Cutting Directions
Yardage
Cut 1 square 401/2" x 401/2" Hint: Cut square 42" x 42" and
cut down to 401/2" x 401/2" after appliqué is finished. This will 13/8 yards
allow for any distortion that might take place during appliqué.

1

7443-2

2

7439-02

Cut 24 of Template A. (Before cutting out appliqué see
appliqué directions.)

1/4

yard

3

7440-01

Cut 36 of Template A. (Before cutting out appliqué see
appliqué directions.)

1/4

yard

4

7442-02

Cut 36 of Template A. (Before cutting out appliqué see
appliqué directions.)

1/4

yard

5

7440-02

Cut 44 of Template A. (Before cutting out appliqué see
appliqué directions.)

3/8

yard

6

9617-132

Cut 140 of Template B. (Before cutting out appliqué see
appliqué directions.)

1/4

yard

7

7445-03

Cut 168 of Template C. (Before cutting out appliqué see
appliqué directions.)

3/8

yard

8

7445-04

From the 1/2 yd of fabric, cut off a 14" piece. From the 14" x
1/2 yd piece cut 4 of Template D.
(Before cutting out appliqué see
1/2 yd
14"
appliqué directions.) Set the
remainder of the fabric aside for
making bias strips.

1/2

yard

9

9617-197

Cut 10 strips 1" wide for first and third borders.

3/8

yard

10

7444-01

Cut 5 strips 21/2" wide for second border.

1/2

yard

11

7430-02

See fourth border instructions for cutting directions
and illustrations.

17/8 yards

12

7440-03

Cut 6 strips 21/4" wide.

1/2 yard

13

7432-01

suggested backing
Fusible webbing

31/2 yards
4 yards

Fusible Web Appliqué Directions
1. Layout the fusible webbing, paper side up. Place the
template face down on the paper. Using a soft
pencil, trace around the template. Leave 1/4" yard to
1/2" between each appliqué.
2. Cut out the appliqué leaving a small border of paper
around each piece.

2. Iron a piece of fusible webbing to the back of the
fabric.
3. Lay the 45° angle line of your ruler against the edge
of the fabric as illustrated. Cut off the corner at a 45°
angle.
4. Cut 1/4" wide bias strips from the remainder of the
fabric.

3. Follow the manufacturer's directions, iron the fusible
side of the web to the wrong side of the appliqué
fabric.
4. Cut out the appliqué on the pencil lines. Remove the
paper, and using the manufacturer's directions press
the appliqué in place, fusible side down.
5. Machine or hand sew a
buttonhole stitch around the
appliqué. Use your choice
of matching, contrasting
or invisible thread.

Buttonhole
Stitch

Hint: If doing multiples of the same appliqué, draw
several of the templates on to the fusible webbing
and cut out as a group and iron to the back of the
fabric.

Layout Diagram Directions
1. Tape the layout diagram sections together matching
the notches. Turn the diagram over and trace image
to the reverse side of the paper. Use a light-box or
tape the diagram to a window so the drawing will be
visible.

Appliqué Layout
1. Draw a light pencil line 1" up from the bottom edge of
the 42" square of background fabric. If using 401/2"
square, draw 1/4" up from the bottom edge of the
fabric. Draw the line around the entire perimeter of
the fabric.

Cut
45˚

Appliqué
1. Layout the vine and basket handles on the
background fabric, cutting the bias strips to fit. Vine
can be placed in sections. Ends of vines should be
placed under the flowers. The flowers will cover the
vine ends. When laying out basket handles make
sure that the basket will cover the handle ends. Fuse
in place. Machine appliqué the vine to the
background.
2. Using fusible appliqué, layout and appliqué the
baskets, flowers, and leavers to the background.

Border Directions (If your measurements are different
cut to your measurements) Press seams away from the
body of the quilt.
How to measure quilt for borders
1. Measure the width of the
quilt at the center of the quilt.
Cut the top and bottom
border to that measurement,
and sew to the top and
bottom of the quilt.

2. Place the layout diagram under the fabric, lining up
2. Measure the length of the
the bottom line of the diagram 1" above the pencil
quilt at the center to include
line on the background fabric. Trace the appliqué
the top and bottom borders.
design onto the fabric. Trace one section on the
Cut the side borders to that
fabric, flip the diagram over and continue tracing the
measurement. Sew to the
layout diagram on the fabric. (Do not trace the flower
sides of the quilt.
centers on the fabric, as they will be centered on the
3. Repeat measurement
flowers when appliquéing)
process for each border.

Constructing Bias Strips

1. Trim the selvage from the remaining section of Fabric
8. The piece will be approximately 18" x 28". Trim the
top and bottom of the fabric to straighten the edges.

Measure

Measure

1st Border
1. Cut 2 of the 1" wide Fabric 9 strips down to measure
1" x 401/2". Sew to the top and bottom of the quilt.
Cut 2 of the 1" wide Fabric 9 strips down to measure
1" x 411/2". Sew to the sides of the quilt.
2nd Border
1. Cut 2 of the 21/2" wide Fabric 10 strips down to
measure 21/2" x 411/2". Sew to the top and bottom of
the quilt.
2. Cut 1 of the 21/2" wide Fabric 10 strips in half to
make 2 strips 21/2" x 21". Sew one of the 21/2" x 21"
strips end-to-end with a 21/2" x 42" Fabric 10 strip.
Make 2. Cut each of the 2 long strips down to
measure 451/2". Make sure to cut strips so that the
seam is a least 6" from the end of the border strip.
Sew to the sides of the quilt.
21"

3. Match the center of the border strip to the center of
the quilt and pin.
4. Sew each border strip to the quilt, starting and
stopping 1/4" from the edge of the quilt. Press seams
toward border. Repeat with the remaining 3 border
strips.
Start

Stop

1/4"

1/4"

Center

5. To create the miter, place the border strip on the right
over the top border strip.
6. Fold the right border strip under itself at a 45° angle,
press and pin border ends together to hold them in
place.
Wrong Side
of Fabric

21"
42"

451/2"

3rd Border
1. Cut 2 of the 1" wide Fabric 9 strips in half to make 4
strips 1" x 21". Sew each of the 1" x 21" strips
end-to-end with a 1" x 42" Fabric 9 strip. Make 4.
2. Cut 2 of the long strips down to measure 45-1/2".
Sew to the top and bottom of the quilt. Cut the 2
remaining long strips down to measure 46-1/2". Sew
to the sides of the quilt.

7. Fold the quilt on the diagonal as illustrated. Draw a
line on the crease and sew on the line. Backstitch at
both ends. Repeat for the remaining 3 corners. Do
not sew through the seam allowance where you
sewed the border to the quilt.
Sew to Dot

.

..

4th Border
1. From the Fabric 11 Border Print, carefully cut 4 strips
5" wide x length of fabric where indicted. Cut 1/2" up
from the top red line. Measure up 5" and cut.

Peach
Scallop
Red Lines

Brown

Wrong Side of
Quilt

Trim

Cut
Cut 1/2" up
from the top
red line

2. Fold border in half, adjusting so that the peach motif
is centered. Press on fold. Repeat for remaining 3
borders. (see color photo)

8. Remove pins and turn the quilt to the right side.
Check to make sure that the corners lay flat. Trim 1/4"
away from the seam line.

Templates
(Shown at 100%, DO NOT scale when printing)

Template B
Template C

Template A

Template D

0

1"

2"

3"

Use this 3" scale to insure the accuracy of your printout.

Place line 1” above pencil line on the background fabric

Flower Color Layout Diagram
Numbers represent fabric numbers
Repeat layout for all 4 sides
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Colors in layout may slightly differ from quilt on cover.

Portion of layout diagram
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